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Talk structure
 Introduction to quantum walks

 Defining a quantum walk
 ...on the line
 ...on the graphs

 Applications of quantum walks



What are quantum walks?



References for quantum walks
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Random walk on line

 Start at location 0.

 At each step, move left with probability 
½, right with probability ½.
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Random walk on line

 State (x, d), x –location, d-direction.
 At each step, 
Let d=left with prob. ½, d=right w. prob. ½.
(x, left) => (x-1, left);
(x, right) => (x+1, right).
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Quantum walk on line

 States |x, d〉, x –location, d-direction.
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“Coin flip”:

Shift:



Mathematic definition : Quantum 
walk on line
 Walk takes place in a compound space consisted of 

position space and coin space where                                 
and          

 Each step of walks is described by  equation
Here             

Where C  is called a coin operator and T is called a 
conditional shift operator.



Initial state of Coin

Initial state of 
composite space

Final state



For example, let 
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After one step of walk

Use of coin

Use of conditional shift operator

Final state =



Continuous time quantum walk

A(G) – adjacency matrix of a 
graph.



Quantum walk on graphs
 Edges: |u, v〉.

1. “Coin flip”:
wuvu

w
uw ,, ∑→ α

2. “Shift”:
uvvu ,, →



Mathematic definition: quantum 
walk on graphs
 Let       be a graph,   be a Hilbert space spaned by vertex,    be 

a Hilbert space spaned by edges. Walk takes place in a 
compound space consisted of position space and coin space

 Each step of walk is described by         .  The conditional shift 
operator is defined by                     , where     directs the edges
from     to      
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Classical vs. quantum walk on the 
line
Running a classical walk on the line
results in a probability distribution like:

Whereas running this quantum walk for the
same number of steps gives:

The peaks and troughs in this graph are caused by
quantum interference.

position

It’s well-known that the average distance 
from the start position after time n is sqrt(n).

But we can define a quantum walk on the 
same graph with different behaviour: an 
average distance of n.



Applications of quantum walks

 Developing new quantum algorithms
Quantum network routing ,Kempe, 2002; Quantum walk search algorithm, Shenvi, Kempe, 
Whaley, 2002; Element distinctness, Ambainis, 2004; Applications of element distinctness; 
Magniez, Santha, Szegedy, 2003; Buhrmann, Spalek, 2004;......

 Universal quantum computation

Child 2008,2013,Lovett, 2010 

 Teleportation (Our scheme) 

 State transfer (New)



Quantum walk with multiple  coins
 Suppose that there are M coins, the wavefunction has              

components. 
 The unitary transformation flipping the mth coin is 

where 
is the projector operator 

on mth coin space being in the state             
respectively.

In this case , conditional shift operator T=                            
is                           . Further,



This is a circuit representation of quantum walks with multiple coins. Where S is shift operator
And     is unitary operation on ith coin space. The control qubit is in coin space and the 

Target qubit is in position space.



Teleportation by quantum walks



Teleportation an unknown state 

Joint measurement

Entanglement resource and
quantum channel



21

Teleportation using two-particle 
entanglement
 Suppose Alice wants to send the (unknown) quantum state                        

to Bob. 
 She prepares an entangled Bell state               , and shares it with 

Bob.
 The state of the system now can be rewritten as:

 Then she measures (in the Bell measurement base) the two 
particles she possesses and gets one of the states 

 She sends Bob two classical bits, according to the state she 
measured, and he performs a simple rotation to retrieve the original 
state                                 .
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Progress in experiment
 Quantum teleportation experiments are exploited in various quantum 

systems such as photons qubits, NMR, optical modes,atomic 
ensembles,trapped atomic qubits, solid state systems .

 Transmission distance become longer and longer. Now the best record is 
143 kilometres maximum.(Nature, Dem 97, Nature, Aug 2012,  Nature, Sep 
2012)

 Recently, Jianwei Pan’s group made a big progress in teleportation by 
transmitting multiple degrees of freedom for a quantum particle.(March 
2015)

 The core circuits of quantum teleportation which generate and detect 
quantum entanglement , have been integrated into a photonic chip by an 
international team.(April 2015)



Challenges
One challenge in quantum teleportation is the short storage 

time and coherent time in some quantum system. (us or s)
Complete joint measurement are not very easy in 

experiment, such as incomplete Bell detection.
 Input state is limited in some case.
Fidelity is not very high.



Transmit an unknown qubit state by quantum 
walk on the line 



1 Initial state                           ,           
2 After the first step, we get the state 

3 After the second step, we get the state , 

4 Alice measures A1 with basis            And Alice 
measures A2 with                              

Where                                                                                                

Protocol to transmit an unknown qubit state



5 Alice tells the results to Bob, and Bob make 
corresponding pauli operations to recover the original 
state.

In this scheme, C1 can be any coin operator
,but C2 depend on its initial state.



Transmit an unknown qubit state by quantum 
walk on 4-cycle 

The conditional shift operator is 

Be careful 



Quantum walk on complete graphs

Let G(V,E) be a graph.      be a Hilbert space spanned by 
states       Where Let G be d-regular. Define 
coin space by 

Here, we consider complete graph, and Shift operator on          
is defined by                                   Two steps of walk 
are                                                                           

Complete graph and Label regulation 



Transmit an unknown n-dimensional state by quantum 
walk on complete graphs

1 Initial state                                      
2 After the first step, we get the state 

3 After the second step, we get the state 

4 Alice measures with A2 with basis

If Alice gets a reslut j, the state of A1 and B collapse to                          



5 Alice measures A1 by

Where by Fourier transform

The state of A1and B is 

If Alice get results   , the state of Bob will be



6  Based on the measurement results of A2 and A1, 
Bob performs local unitary operation on his state:

His state recovers to 



Transmit an unknown qudit state by quantum 
walk on d---regular graphs

For coin j, shift operator is

The first step of walk is 

Where 

and 

The second step of walk is 
Where F is Fourier transform.



Comparison with Bennett’s scheme

 Don’t need to prepare entanglement pairs in advance, 
that is, the sender and the receiver are separate 
systems. 

 We just need local measurement but not joint 
measurement.

 When transport n dimensional state, by complete 
graphs, we use      measurement bases not    . 

 This is the first application of communication protocol 
with quantum walks.

2n2n



State transfer by quantum walk



The transfer of quantum states from one location (A) to another (B) 
is an important feature in many quantum information processing 
systems.

A B

A
B

Spin chain: Bose 
2003(PRL),
Christandl,2004(P
RL) 
Wojcik,2005,2007(
PRA)
Chudzicki,2010 
(PRL)



Problem  1: Can we allows the perfect transfer of 
any quantum state over the longest possible 
distance?

What is the conditions in order to implement 
state transfer?



0 1 2 … N-2 N-1

Ψ Ψ

Case1: Transfer state between two ends 
on a bounded line.



Select two coins quantum walk on bounded lines, and state 
on coin 1 at one end is transmitted to coin 2 of the other end.

0 1 2 … N-2 N-1

Ψ
Ψcoin1 Coin 2 coin2

Ψ

Here N is even, and 
Don’t need measurement.



Case 2: Qubit state transfer on one dimensional line
The conditional shift operator

If the transfer steps is even, we can generalize the qubit teleportation scheme

for state transfer.

Then Alice makes measurement on A1 and A2 , and tells Bob the 
results. Bob makes corresponding paulie correction.  The target state 
Can be obtained on coin 2 at some points.



Case 3: Revival of state on any position by quantum walk on a cycle

The process is 

X is even,   it needs “d” steps of walk. And at x+2, coin 2 
is changed into Pauli X operator;

X is odd, it needs “d-1” steps of walk. And when t=x+1, 
Coin2 is changed into Pauli X operator.



Conclusions
W e introduce several teleportaion and state transfer schemes 
by quantum walks with multiple coins. It provide the first 
communicate protocol by quantum walks. 

Is there are any other graphs suitable for teleportation or state 
transfer ?

Can we use this properties to design new quantum search 
algorithms by quantum walks?



Thanks for your attention!      
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